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With the increased use of computer manipulatives in teaching 
there is need for theoretical discussions on the role of 
manipulatives.  This article reviews theoretical rationales for 
using manipulatives and illustrates how earlier distinctions of 
manipulative materials must be broadened to include new forms 
of materials such as virtual manipulatives which are also useful 
tools in a larger collection of learning tools. applying a 
theoretical lens to a specific material—polynomial tiles—this 
article demonstrates the following: (a) a complementary 
relationships between virtual and concrete manipulatives, (b) 
two or more theories can appropriately justify the same 
material, and (c) exploration of a specific manipulative may 
generate novel  theoretical  rationales.  This exploration has 
proven to be helpful in the process of designing, selecting, 
categorizing and evaluating learning tool.
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The popularity of manipulatives in mathematics teaching is a 
reflection of a long tradition of research on manipulative materials. 
For example, use of manipulatives increased during the 1960s when 
rationales for their use were offered (Thompson, 1994). Still, there is 
a notable difference between the rationales offered in scholarly 
publications and those in publications for the professional community. 
moreover, it is not uncommon to find rationales in a professional 
teachers’ resource that explain the use of manipulatives by referencing 
folk theories or popular (mis)interpretations of scientific theories. As 
such, there is a need for discussion on theoretical rationales for using 
manipulatives. 
Rationales cited in the professional literature mainly relate to: 
(a) psychological theories of concept development and children 
growth, (b) theories of discovery and active learning, and (c) different 
learning styles. Rarely mentioned are rationales that center on 
mathematics education theories of visualization and representation 
and on theories about the role of media, instruments, artifacts, and 
technology in cognition. 
Whereas  Howard,  Perry,  and  Tracey  (1997)  and  Triona  and  
Klahr (2003) observed that the acceptance of manipulatives by 
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teachers is usually based on feedback from practice and on folk 
psychology, Thompson (1994) attributes the popularity of 
manipulatives to theoretical rationales offered  by Jerome Bruner and 
Zoltan Dienes in the 1960s. Only a small number of publications on 
manipulative materials (see Clements & Mcmillen, 1996; Kieren, 
1971; Meira, 1998; Taylor, Lukong, & Raven, 2007) offer theoretical 
explorations. Towers and Davis (2002) maintain that while many 
instructional methods fit well with folk theories and with populist 
notions (such as child-centered learning), novel instructional methods 
have not holistically affected teachers’ view of the mathematics they 
teach and how it is taught and learned. Put differently, the popular 
(mis-) interpretations of Gardner’s (1983) theory of multiple 
intelligences in terms of individuated learning styles is a weak 
rationale for manipulative instruction (Gardner, 1993). Beishuizen 
(1993), Friedman (1978), and Keiren (1972) voice a need for more 
elaborate theoretical rationales. 
In our view, the need for theoretical discussions is further 
prompted by two factors: (a) current criticisms and elaborations of 
earlier theories of development stages (Sriraman & English, 2004), 
linear models of instruction (Davis & Sumara, 2002), learning styles 
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(Gardner, 2003; Perry, 1998), and analyses that focus solely on the 
individual learner (Sfard, 2001), and (b) the emergence of computer 
manipulatives, most of which violate distinctions made by earlier 
theories. 
This article reviews theoretical rationales for using manipulatives 
and illustrates how these rationales can explain activities involving 
newer forms of manipulatives. Our work as presented here is 
organized into six sections. Specifically, the next section explores how 
earlier distinctions of manipulative materials have been broadened to 
include new forms of materials such as virtual manipulatives. The 
third section summarizes the complementary relationships between 
virtual manipulatives and concrete manipulatives. The fourth section 
reviews rationales for using manipulative materials. The fifth section 
refers to one virtual manipulative, polynomial tiles, to examine how 
selected theories might facilitate a better understanding of the role that 
manipulative materials might play in mathematical learning. The final 
section highlights the implications of theoretical discussions on the 
role of manipulatives. 
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Manipulative Materials - Concrete and Virtual 
What is manipulable about manipulatives? Davidson (1968) 
defines manipulative materials to include learning aids, computers and 
adding machines, blocks, tools, models, and measuring devices. 
Szendrei (1996) classifies manipulative materials to include common 
out-of-school tools, educational materials conceived for educational 
purposes, and games. Other definitions suggest that manipulative 
materials are “concrete models that incorporate mathematical 
concepts, appeal to several senses, and can be touched and moved 
around by students” (Suydam, 1986, p. 10) and “objects or things that 
the pupil is able to feel, touch, handle and move” (Reys, 1971, p. 
551). For Schultz (1986), “direct manipulation of the model by the 
student” (p. 54) is key. Bernestein (1963) differentiates between a 
manipulative and pictorial (for example, picture, flash cards, video) 
material, but highlights that both should involve as “many senses as 
possible” (p. 281). To summarize, manipulatives are devices, tools, 
objects, and models that directly involve the senses—especially the 
“visual and tactile … and can be manipulated by the learner through 
hands-on experiences” (Moyer, 2001, p. 176). 
Definitions that suggest that mathematical manipulatives are 
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“objects that can be touched and moved by students” (Hartshorn, 
1990, p. 1) might not include pictorial, video, or computer 
manipulatives. Definitions of manipulative materials need to be 
expanded and many distinctions, such as the distinction that 
manipulatives are concrete and can be grasped by the hands, do not 
describe virtual manipulatives well (Clements, 1999; Clements & 
Mcmillen, 1996). 
Virtual manipulative materials come in many forms. Some, such 
as virtual M&Ms (round, multi-colored chocolate candies) and virtual 
base-ten blocks, are web-based computer objects that replicate already 
existing real life or hands-on materials. Moyer, Bolyard, and Spikell 
(2002) define virtual manipulatives as dynamic visual representations 
of concrete manipulatives that are “essentially ‘objects.’ they are 
visual images on the computer that are just like pictures in books … 
[that] can be manipulated in the same ways that a concrete 
manipulative can ... as if it were a three-dimensional object” (pp. 372-
373). 
A significant number of virtual manipulatives are completely 
new developments that have no concrete counterparts. Many of 
these virtual-only manipulatives are interactive simulations of 
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mathematical objects such as graphs and number lines and are 
sometimes referred to as digital learning objects (Gadanidis & 
Schindler, 2006). Many manipulatives are not web-based. some 
computer manipulatives are, in fact, physical devices like the line  
Becomes  motion  (LBM)  device,  LEGO,  and  the  computer  Based 
ranger (CBR) which have been designed for particular tasks, such as 
motion detection (Borba & Scheiffer, 2004). Perhaps terms such as 
“digital” or “interactive”, as used in earlier work on computer 
environments (Resnick, 1998), would be more encompassing than 
“virtual”. 
 
Concrete-Virtual Complementarities 
Research on manipulatives is abundant.  In  fact,  many  meta-
analytic studies  have  been  done  (Fennema,  1972;  Kieren,  1969;  
Raphael  & Wahlstrom,  1989;  Sowell,  1989;  Steen,  Brooks,  &  
Lyon,  2006).  A majority  of publications focus on practical aspects 
such as classroom use (arithmetic teacher,  1986,  special  Issue;  
Bernstein,  1963;  Bohan  &  shawaker,  1994; Hatfield, 1994; Heynes, 
1986; Reys, 1971). Anumber of studies focus on particular 
materials, topics, or school level (Burns, 1996; Fuson & Briars, 
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1990). studies in the 1980s that explored calculators, computers, 
software, and technological micro worlds appeared simultaneously 
as other studies on the use of concrete materials (clement & Battista, 
1989; Resnick, 1998). More recent studies focus on virtual 
manipulatives (Moyer et al., 2002; Olkun, 2003). 
Many studies on virtual manipulatives illustrate how virtual 
manipulatives circumnavigate the shortcomings of tangible, concrete 
materials. The following is a summary of some of the limitations of 
concrete materials paired with a solution offered by virtual 
manipulatives: 
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Table 1. Concrete materials and Virtual manipulative alternative 
 Concrete Material 
Virtual Manipulative Alternative 
1. Many materials such as blocks are “low structured.” 
(Beishuizen, 1993) They model mathematical 
procedures in a weak way (Ball, 1992; Bright, 1986) 
and do not have procedural transparency (Meira, 
1998). They require systematic records of actions to 
illuminate links to abstract concepts (Uttal, Scudder, 
& Deloache, 1997). 
Virtual manipulatives (VM) may be programmed to 
behave in ways that are consistent with the procedures 
they illuminate (Winn & Bricken, 1992). Static objects 
such as graphs may be animated to show processes 
(Clements, 1999; Hofe, 2001; Moyer et al., 2002). 
Some VM are designed to make explicit links to 
algorithms (Perham, Perham, & Perham, 1997; 
Thompson, 1992). 
2. Manipulatives do not spontaneously evoke abstract 
concepts in students. They call for mindfulness, a 
dedication by students to make sense of their actions 
(Ball, 1992; Baroody, 1989; Hofe, 2001; Meira, 1998; 
Salomon, Perkins & Globerson, 1991; Thompson, 
1992). 
Many VM are designed to provide various types of 
guidance and feed-back that encourage self-regulation 
(Eisenberg & DiBiase, n. d.; Moyer et al., 2002; 
Steen, Brooks & Lyon, 2006). 
3. Manipulating concrete models such as the abacus and 
other non- proportional models such as those without 
a one to one mirroring correspondence can be as 
abstract as manipulating abstract symbols (Heddens, 
1986; Thompson, & Lambdin, 1994). 
With VM there are possibilities of built in instruction, 
and transitional steps from proportional to non 
proportional models (Reimer & Moyer, 2005; Suh & 
Moyer, 2007). 
4. Many materials have adverse physical constraints. 
They may be messy, need organized storage, 
distribution and require safety measures (Bright, 
VM are designed to eliminate known constraints of 
concrete materials (Clements & McMillen, 1996; 
Durmus & Karakirik, 2006; Olkun, 2003). For 
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1986). example, virtual base-ten blocks are built with 
automated procedures such as break into units 
(Clements, 1999; Triona & Klahr, 2003). 
5. Confusion among representations might arise (Ball, 
1992). 
VM have possibilities for self-checking (Clements & 
McMillen, 1996) and have capabilities to 
interactively and explicitly link multiple 
representations—visual, numeric, and narrated—on 
the same screen (Suh & Moyer, 2007; Clements & 
McMillen, 1996; Reimer & Moyer, 2005). 
6. Many manipulatives may numb computational and 
algebraic skills. Once students, especially girls, learn 
to solve by use of materials they over rely on 
manipulatives (Ambrose, 2002). Concrete models 
mainly involve cognitive activity at the tactile and 
visual level, thus limiting cognitive activity at the 
mental level (Beishuizen, 1993; Salomon, 1974). 
Some features of VM are designed to prompt more 
mental mathematics (Suh & Moyer, 2007). Through 
activities such as customizing and designing new 
objects, they encourage creative and mindful 
participation (Martin & Schwatz, 2002; Moyer & 
Bolyard, 2002). 
7. Concrete, three-dimensional models are not always 
necessary (Fennema, 1972a), especially for two-
dimensional geometry (Olkun, 2003) and for transfer 
of learning tasks (Fennema, 1972b). 
VM are most appropriate for two-dimensional 
activities that involve less psychomotor skills (Olkun, 
2007; Triona & Klahr, 2003). 
8. Manipulatives are not sufficient (Clements & 
McMillen, 1996). 
Virtual manipulatives can be used together with 
concrete materials 
(Clements, 1999; Sowell, 1989). 
9. Successful classroom use depends on many curricular 
and instructional features such as judicious and 
reflective use by teachers (Moch, 2001; Reimer & 
Some VM often provide step-by-step support and 
instructions (Suh & Moyer, 2007). Still, judicious 
and reflective use by teachers is paramount. 
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Moyer, 2005; Thompson, 1994; Thompson & 
Lambdin, 1994). 
10 Many middle school students, especially boys, resent 
using puffy blocks (Moyer et al., 2002; Schultz, 
1986); stigma is attached to manipulatives as remedial 
and special education tools (O’Shea, 1993). There is a 
big gap in use between primary and secondary schools 
(Resnick, 1998). 
Students may not easily resent computer 
manipulatives (Moyer et al., 2002). VM might 
reduce the abrupt transition from primary to 
secondary school level that is marked by decreased 
use of concrete manipulatives (Howard, Perry, & 
Tracey, 1996). 
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The above list is not exhaustive. Clements (1999) outlines more on 
the benefits of virtual manipulatives. Some computer manipulatives 
have the advantage of recording and playing back students’ actions 
(Clements, 1996), going beyond some of the limitations of concrete 
manipulatives. One might argue that some solutions may cause further 
problems. For instance, explicitly linking multiple representations 
may, instead, create greater confusion. Other problems, however, do 
not go away: the lack of gradual transition between concrete and 
mental mathematics (Beishuizen, 1993) and the poor design of some 
manipulative materials and tasks (Uttal et al., 1997). The lack of an 
explicit mapping of solutions to problems illustrates that VM are not 
mere virtual versions of concrete materials, nor are they always better. 
Rather, VM may be an invention that not only changes what it means 
to learn mathematics, but also may change what mathematics can be 
learned (Kaput, 2002). 
 
Origins and Theories for using Manipulatives 
Use of concrete manipulatives in mathematics has a long history. 
O’ Shea (1993) and Szendrei (1996) trace it back to the time before 
formal school systems when individual mathematicians emphasized 
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aspects related to use of mathematical materials: Comenius (1592-
1670) emphasized using the senses and not just words, William 
Allingham (1694-1710) emphasized practical matters over the 
prevalent instruction in arithmetic theory and euclidean proof, and 
reformer Johann Heinrich Pestalozzi (1746-1827) developed a theory 
of organic development to stress systematic sensual experiences of 
objects over memorization. moreover, a closer look at the history of 
mathematics highlights the importance of tools and instruments in the 
work of early mathematicians, especially abacists and geometers.1,2 
many educators of early formal schooling emphasized materials: these 
educators included Maria Montessori (1870-1952) and Froebel (1782-
1852)—both emphasized explorations of tangible materials, although 
the latter for abstract structures and the former for informal learning; 
Mary Boole (1832- 1916) highlighted play-methods and informal 
activities (Boole, 1972) and Warren Colburn, in 1821, highlighted 
reference to sensible objects (O’Shea, 1993; Sztajn, 1995). In 1878, 
Samuel Goodrich promoted manipulation of tangible objects for 
discovering rules.3 even early pre-service teacher education textbooks 
during the last half of the 19th century advocated for observation and 
the use of basic objects (see O’ Shea, 1993 for details).4 We mention 
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these early justifications to emphasize the historical roots of using 
materials before we begin exploring recent theories of mathematical 
manipulatives. 
 
Bridging the gap 
The most commonly cited of rationales of manipulatives is a 
reference to “bridging the gap” (Heddens, 1986; Schoenfeld, 1988)—
between arithmetic and algebra (Leitze & Kitt, 2000), elementary 
and secondary topics (Quinn, 2001), concrete situations and 
mathematics language (Thompson & Lambdin,  1994),  teaching  and  
learning  (O’Shea,  1993),  previous  and  new topics, and arithmetic, 
algebra and geometry (Chappell & Strutchens, 2001). The list may 
also include connecting the physical and abstract worlds, empirical to 
formal aspects, conceptual to procedural knowledge, and stage n to 
stage n + 1 in child development. Furthermore, scholarly work that 
advances the bridging of the gap rationale draws from early 
instructional psychological theories by: 
• Dienes (1967, 1971)—materials and games offer multiple 
embodiment or variates of concepts 
• Biggs (1965, 1968)—materials offer multi model 
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environments, making learning an active, creative process 
• Piaget (1952)—childhood developmental stages proceeds from 
the concrete operational to formal operation stage 
• Bruner (1960, 1966, 1986)—representations ascend from the 
enactive (activity with materials) to the iconic (images) and 
then to the symbolic form 
• Isaacs (1964)—manipulative materials provide environments 
that stimulate mathematical ideas 
• Davis (1967)—materials add reality to learning situations 
• Cuisenaire and Gattegno (1957)—visual and tactile images 
play a central role in learning. 
Some publications cite earlier work from the first half of the 
twentieth century that centered on discovery, activity and laboratory 
instruction, and objective, inductive and play learning (van engen, 
1949). 
 
Multiple representations and Structures 
Marton and Booth (1997) maintain that use of concrete examples 
assists in the building of relevant intellectual structures needed for 
abstract concepts. Jerome Bruner also explained that manipulatives 
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provide learners with a readiness to learn abstract concepts. Mary 
Boole’s, additionally, maintained that activities provide special 
receptivities for learning. These assertions have provided an 
elaboration on bridging the gap by explaining that such activities lay 
the ground for mathematics concepts. Booth, Wistedt, and Halldén 
(1999) add that collective understandings of a concept correspond to 
qualitatively different ways of experiencing a concept. Booth et al.’s 
explanation resonates with Zoltan Dienes’ multi-embodiment, 
Vergnaud’s (1988) multiple conceptual situations, and more recent 
work on multiple interpretations and representations (see Confrey & 
Smith, 1994; and edited book by Hitt in 2002 that represents research 
of a five year working group at PME-NA from 1998-2002) support 
the use of multiple representations. The use of the prefix multi- is 
also used in recent work on multimodality (Azarello, 2007) that 
emphasizes the engagement of various and integrated senses, rather 
than merely visualization or touch, in learning. 
Many of the above theories still require further empirical study 
for specific mathematics topics and specific manipulative materials, 
especially secondary school materials. Clements (1999) and Resnick 
(1998) contend that developmental learning sequences (such as 
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concrete, pictorial and abstract that pervade curriculum legislation) 
should not be adhered to blindly—at least not until they have been 
proved empirically. Moreover, many theories have yet to clarify what 
aspects of manipulative materials enhance learning: Is it their 
physicality or manipulability (Triona & Klahr, 2003)? Is it their role in 
engaging the senses or is it mainly their motivational and attention 
grabbing factors? Is there something more? 
 
Actions, operations, and Activity 
In the 1990s, constructivists asserted that knowledge was actively 
constructed through individual activity (Von Glasersfeld, 1995)—thus 
formalizing another rationale.5 structuring individual, hands-on 
learning activities became key.  Related to this is work that, although 
theoretically contested (Furinghetti & Radford, 2002), draws parallels 
between how students come to know mathematical ideas and the 
historical development of mathematical concepts from physical and 
social activity (Davis & Hersh, 1981; Sfard, 1991). Drawing from 
cognitive science, Wearne and Hierbert (1988) advance a theory in 
which everyday, concrete actions are seen to facilitate central 
cognitive processes. 
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Grounds for Activity and interactions 
Vygotsky’s work on internalization and Leont’ev’s (1978) work 
on mediating tools and activity theory are also among some of the 
early psychology work used to explain the role of materials, artifacts, 
and activity, albeit in ways broader than theories that bridge the gap. 
Cobb (1994) and Boaler and Greeno (2001) explain that activities with 
manipulative materials provide background and common experiences 
needed for talking about mathematics and for negotiating meaning. 
They enable grounded actions and conversations (Thompson, 1994; 
Thompson & Lambdin, 1994). Manipulative materials are not a 
means to an end, but, rather, are the basis for the tasks, activities and 
interactions that are orchestrated to enable learning. Pirie and Kieren 
(1989, 1994) suggest something quite different in their layered theory 
of understanding. They showed how primitive concrete and image 
activities are inner layers of formal mathematical understanding. 
According to Pirie and Kieren, there exist two way links between 
manipulatives and symbolic understanding that include folding back to 
inner levels of material activities. Actions with concrete manipulatives 
can be equally sophisticated as actions with symbols. 
Kieren (2000) further explained that doing and acting do not just 
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lead to or indicate the possibility of knowing. Doing is a way of 
knowing (Maturana & Varela, 1989). Bodily knowing in addition to 
providing the structures and inner experiences for abstract knowing 
is legitimate knowing in itself (Namukasa, 2003; Varela, 1999). 
Research on situated knowing (Lave & Wenger, 1993), contextual 
learning (Oers, 1998), learning milieu (Brousseau, 1993), and every 
day mathematics (Nunes, Schliemann, & Carraher, 1993) supports a 
stronger relationship between the role of materials, activities, and 
interaction, and mathematics learning. 
 
Bodily Activity and Thinking 
Lakoff  and  Johnson  (1980),  Núñez,  edwards  and  matos  
(1999),  and Lakoff and Núñez (2001) offer a more elaborate theory 
on the importance of concrete models. They describe how abstract 
ideas are grounded in and enabled by metaphors and other 
conceptual mechanisms. Human conceptual systems are layered by 
bodily, concrete, and daily life experiences (Namukasa, 2005).  
Rather  than  the  embodiment  of  mathematical  ideas  in 
(re)presentations, as Zoltan Dienes (1967,1971) describes, the 
embodiment theory by Núñez and associates emphasizes the role 
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of the body in its entirety—various senses and responses in 
mathematical thinking. 
 
 
Knowing with Tools and instruments 
Researchers who study the role of materials, instruments, and 
tools in human cognition have increasingly realized that tools and 
media are not mere crutches and bridges, but are often extensions of 
the human body. One common example of media as extensions of 
human capabilities is that of extended or external memory—
something external helps you remember. another example of media as 
an extension of mind is distributed cognition—one can perform more 
advanced cognitive actions with and with-in a given social and 
technological environment than without. Following Bruner (1996), 
“mind is an extension of the hands and tools that you use” (p. 151). 
Tools and media are integral to the person-social-technical unit is 
cognitive (Hutchins, 1995; Salomon, Perkins, & Globerson, 1991). 
More recent research on the role of manipulative activity 
examines instruments use, tool fluency, and artifact exploration (see 
Borba & Villarreal, 2004; PME special Issue, educational studies 
in mathematics, 2004; Radford, 2003,). Work that examines the role 
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of information and communication technology (ICT) tools, 
interfaces, and gadgets such as Line Becomes Motion (LBM) and the 
Computer Based Ranger (CBR) sensors has been based on classroom 
research, mainly with upper grade students. This work shows bodily 
interactions to extend beyond touch and visual senses to 
proprioception (perception of our own bodies), exploratory vision 
(vision integrated with other senses and with action), and kinesthesia 
(self-initiated body motion) (Nemirosky & Dimattia, 2004) as well 
as to affective and imaginative responses that are akin to 
experiences during a cinematic performance (Gadanidis & Borba, 
2008). 
In the work of Borba and Villarreal (2004), they write that when 
mathematics and other tools are used, they have the potential to re-
organize human minds, at times in irreversible ways. Radford’s 
(2003) work with students using CBRs shows how such tools lead to 
novel mathematical gesturing and novel mathematical objects. 
Stigler’s (1984) example of Taiwanese students who, after recurrent 
use of a mental abacus, are able to mentally add five three-digit 
number in less than 3 seconds is an earlier and simpler example of the 
effects of tools on cognition. The work of these scholars on tools, 
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instruments, and artefacts is echoed in philosophical work that 
explains social systems (Luhmann, 1992) and technical systems 
(Latour, 1996) as cognitive systems. 
 
Extending the Rationale to Philosophical Questions 
Radford (2002) asks: “What are the relationships between the 
materials and tools and the mathematical concepts associated with 
them?” Notice that a majority of the preceding theories, with the 
exception of multiple representations, draw upon the nature of the 
child, mind, learning, and media to frame their models. Rigorous 
reference to the nature of concepts is in order. 
Many concepts, in fact, are dynamic and may provide the 
strongest rationale for using concrete and technological models in 
mathematics teaching. Spence-Brown (1979) asserted, “If a different 
surface [sand, clay, paper or dynamical environment] is used, what is 
written on it, although identical in marking, may not be identical in 
meaning” (p. 86). Gadamer (1992) asserts that concepts are constantly 
in the process of being formed, or, more generally, that the thing-in-
itself (in this case, mathematical concepts) is nothing but the 
continuity with which the various perceptual perspectives shade one 
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another. “[e]very ‘shading’ of the object of perception is exclusively 
distinct from every other, and each helps co-constitute the thing in 
itself as the continuum of these nuances” (Gadamer, p. 447). Gadamer 
and Spencer’s philosophical views are not far from the ideas that 
mathematics educators have drawn upon from the work of 
philosophers such as Charles Pierce and Merleau-Ponty. 
Mathematical concepts are the invariants of semiotic 
representations, the registers or chains of signification, Duval 
(2002) asserts. Ernest (1997) observes that only signifiers exist and 
these signifiers in a finite regression point to other signifiers but not 
to the signified; the signified is possibly the mathematical limit of 
such a regression. Gadamer and Spencer’s work is also echoed in 
the work of Ludwig Wittgenstein (1953) and Eleanor Rosch (1999) 
that shows categorization and concept formation to be based on 
family resemblances. This work is echoed in the understanding that 
abstract and generalized mathematics ideas are recursively “reified”, 
encapsulated within concrete and contextual experiences (Mason, 
1989; Oers, 1998; Sfard, 1991). For instance, a computational 
algorithm taught at the elementary level may be derived from 
concrete models (Chappell & Strutchens, 2001). Complexity 
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science research also supports the view of some concepts to be 
dynamic and dependent on tools used. 
Many concepts and categories have recently been framed and 
understood as examples of emergent entities that arise from varied 
parts (Bar-Yam, 2004). The concept of “emergence” has roots in the 
science of complex systems which maintains that emergent objects 
arise from many local properties and interactions (Stanley, 2005). 
Waldrop (1992) sees insights and concepts as arising from many 
interacting and recurring instances. Social biologists and 
cyberneticians, Maturana (2000), Bateson (1979) and Von Foerster 
(2003) explain that objects, concepts, and other such entities are 
regular lawful entities arising as tokens, markers, or eigen values for 
adequate actions and interactions. They explain that objects arise as 
humans coordinate their activity. Yet, when the objects and concepts 
arise, there is a danger to view them as if they existed before and 
independent of the interactions and instrumentations that brought them 
into being. In our view, mathematical concepts such as number 
concepts, patterning and symmetry arise from many human activities 
and could be usefully construed as emergent concepts. In fact, they are 
likely to arise from activities involving various models, for instance 
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from activities involving folding, cutting, using mirrors, and so on for 
the case of understanding symmetry. 
This brief discussion of theories of mathematical manipulatives 
serves many pragmatic purposes. Some theories have been left out 
because they were beyond the networks of the publications that 
were searched and reviewed. To be sure, the above list is not meant 
to be exclusive. It is, rather, meant to contribute to the conversation 
in ways that are accessible to educationalists and manipulative 
designers. 
To end this section, we consider the following question that arises 
when one is presented with a list of theories: Which theory is 
better? Clements and Mcmillen (1996) answer this question. They  
explain  that  one  theory, such as, manipulatives for multiple 
representations, might be more useful in one situation whereas 
another theory, such as, manipulatives as technological tools, might 
be more helpful when deciding on whether to use a single or a 
variety of manipulatives to teach a concept. Shaw-Jing, Stigler and 
Woodward’s (2000) empirical work examined two views that 
proved most effective for teaching numerical concepts at the 
kindergarten level: (a) manipulatives for mental image/structure and 
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(b) manipulatives for multi–embodiment/variety. They found 
differential, similar, and no effects depending on what aspects of 
number concepts were studied. In our view, the notion of multiple 
representations has been appropriately used to explain multi- 
models for teaching fractions (Cathcart, Pothier & Vance, 2004; 
Namukasa, 2004; Watanabe, 2002) and whole number operations 
(Carpenter, Fennema, Franke, Levi, & Empson, 1999; Davis & 
Simmt, 2006). Bussi (1996), however, stays away from choosing 
one theory. She sees theories as tools in a tool kit and nodes in a 
network of theories. Further analysis is needed to identify how 
theories complement or even contradict each other as well as to 
determine criteria for identifying appropriate theories for specific 
purposes. 
 
How Do Theories Aid Understanding of Virtual Manipulatives? 
The question concerning how recent theories assist teachers to 
understand activities with virtual manipulatives, let alone 
manipulatives in general, is too broad. Reviewing several virtual 
manipulatives has shown that each VM is unique in terms of what it 
offers and its limitations. Most virtual tangram applets, for instance, 
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do not extend beyond the possibilities already offered by concrete 
tangrams.  The virtual  geoboard,  which  is  available through the 
National Library of Virtual Manipulatives (NVLM), with its basic, 
circular, coordinate and isometric versions, is, however, more versatile 
than its concrete counterpart. Virtual polynomial tiles offer some 
potential and effectiveness, but not as much as the virtual geoboard. In 
this section, we present an example of the usefulness that theoretical 
discussions offer   to understand the value and utility of a specific 
virtual manipulative: the polynomial tiles. We select virtual 
polynomial tiles because they are for secondary mathematics. 
Certainly, discussions of manipulative materials at the secondary level 
are limited. Further, the exploration of virtual polynomial tiles 
contributes to ongoing research on use of computers and technology in 
learning algebra. 
To be sure, there are a significant number of empirical studies on 
other kinds of virtual manipulatives: pattern blocks (Olkun, 2003), 
platonic solids and geoboards (Clement & Mcmillen, 1996; Moyer et 
al., 2002), algebraic  balances  (Su  &  Moyer,  2007),  fraction  
manipulatives  (Reimer  &  Moyer (2005), base-ten blocks (Clements 
& Mcmillen, 1996), pattern blocks (Clements, 1999), tumbling 
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tetrominoes (Clements, 1999), virtual spinners (Beck & Huse, 2007), 
algebra tiles (Moyer-Packenham, 2005; Olkun, 2003), tangrams 
(Olkun, 2003), and early childhood mathematics software (Ainsa, 
1999). 
Virtual polynomial tiles are commonly referred to by certain 
publisher names: Algebra Tiles, Algebra Lab Gear, or Algeblocks.  
They are sets of two- or three- dimensional materials used to model 
unknown lengths, areas, and volumes. Figure 1 shows a set of two-
dimensional algebra tiles modeling variables x, y or z and their 
products x2, y2, z2, xy, xz, and yz. For teacher articles  that  show  
how  to  use  homemade  concrete  algebra  tiles  see  Leitze and Kitt 
(2000) and Sgroi and Sgroi (1997). 
Haas’s (2005) meta-analysis shows that manipulatives are among 
the instructional methods that have positive effects on student learning 
algebra. Unlike other research on concrete manipulatives that is 
inconclusive (Beishuizen, 1993, Fenemma, 1972; Friedman, 1978; O’ 
Shea, 1993; Thompson, 1992), research on the use and effectiveness 
of virtual polynomial tiles appears conclusive about cognitive and 
affective gains for students. Appendix A offers a summary of 10 
comparative theses of which eight studies showed significant 
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differences between students instructed using virtual and those 
instructed using concrete algebra tiles or not using any manipulatives. 
Most research on web-based virtual manipulatives suggests 
adopting manipulatives  from  three  websites:  National  Library  of 
Virtual  Manipulatives  (NVLM),6  the  activities  section  of  the  
National  Council  of  Teachers of mathematics (NCTM) 
Illuminations,7 and educational Java Programs by Arcytech.8 For a 
list of more websites with virtual manipulatives see Moyer et al. 
(2002) and Durmus & Karakirik (2006). Polynomial tiles at 
NVLM and MathsNet Interactive at Texas A&M University9 
replicate algebra tiles; this is to say, they are 2D tiles and not 3D 
Alge-blocks. MathsNet tiles are limited to one unknown (say x and 
its products x2) and NVLM tiles are limited to two unknowns (x, y 
and their products x2, y2, xy). MathsNet tiles include negative tiles 
while the NVLM do not. NVLM tiles have a key additional 
feature over the original concrete tiles which allows a user to 
dynamically change the sizes of the tiles using a slide tool 
controlling lengths x and y. This feature highlights that x and y 
lengths are variable and that a polynomial, say, x2 + 3x + 2, is a 
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relationship that is independent of the values of x. NVLM maintains 
the coloration feature of algebra tiles that is helpful for representing 
products of tiles, for example, when x is a red tile and y is a blue 
tile, then xy is a purple tile. Figures 2-6 illustrate forming a 
rectangle using a collection of polytiles: one square, x2; three 
rectangles, 3x; and two ones, 2. The dimensions of the rectangle 
formed by the six pieces, the length and width of the rectangle is (x 
+ 1) (x + 2) (see Figure 5). Using the slide tool, the resultant 
rectangle can be made smaller or bigger (see Figure 6 which is a 
result of shrinking the length of x) for the rectangle in Figure 5. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 1. assembling a concrete 
polynomial set 
Figure 2. a Virtual Polynomial set at 
NVLM 
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Figure 3. Forming a rectangle from 
x2, 3x, 2 
Figure 4. Re-arranging the tiles 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 5. Formed rectangle and its 
dimensions (x + 1) (x + 2) 
Figure 6. effect of using the slide 
tool (x + 1) (x + 2) 
 
Some limitations have been noted about the tiles. Concrete 
polynomial tiles may prompt certain misconceptions. It is not 
uncommon to see students (2 out of 25 participants in one pre-service 
classes) caught up in the numerical relationships among the various 
tiles, even when no integral relationships existed (Chappel & 
Strutchens, 2001; Leitze & Kitt, 2000). Further, algebra tiles are 
considered by some educators as an unnecessary use of the area 
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metaphor for multiplication, especially when applied to negative 
integers. Kamii (2004) argues that using discrete pieces to understand 
the concept of area, which can take on a range of continuous values, is 
flawed. Can virtual polynomial tiles circumvent these limitations? 
It is helpful to briefly work with physical algebra tiles in one 
unknown before moving onto the virtual polynomial tiles in two or 
more unknowns. Working with one unknown first ensures that 
students are familiar with the structure of the tiles and the basic tile 
activity of creating and arranging rectangular shapes. Ainsa (1999) 
recommended the progression from concrete to computer 
manipulatives with M&M manipulatives for pre-school children. We 
agree with Clements (1999) who maintains that virtual and concrete 
materials of the same manipulative can both be used without assuming 
any order—concrete first or virtual first. It should be noted that having 
students cut out the polynomial tile does not appear to have significant 
cognitive gains (Eisenberg & DiBiase, 1996) that would compensate 
for the time this task takes.10 
A few old limitations of concrete polynomial tiles remain. One 
limiting design feature is that both NVLM and MathsNet tiles are 
opaque: it would be easier to see overlapped tiles if the tiles were 
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designed to be translucent. Another limitation is that both applets 
work with whole number roots, coefficients, and constants. The 
MathsNet tile uses the space bar to rotate, however, only at pre-
defined 90 degree intervals. Additionally, the potential to extend to 
three unknowns and to cubic expressions by using three-
dimensional blocks is not yet explored. There is also potential to 
build in the applets immediate feedback to eliminate the common 
error of aligning lengths that do not match; both NVLM and 
MathsNet do not provide feedback when units are lined along x-
length. Virtual polynomial tiles are yet to be linked to equations. 
 
Conclusion 
In one of the author’s pre-service methods classroom, it was 
helpful to approach using polynomial tiles to learn algebra from a 
historical perspective. Symbolic algebra has its roots in the rhetorical 
approach (where only words are used and solutions are treated 
verbally) of the Babylonians, Egyptians, and Greeks, and in the 
syncopated (short hand form) algebra of the Greeks after Diophantus. 
The Greeks and Arabs, in particular, treated algebra geometrically 
(Ball 1908/1960). The Chinese used colored rods to represent integers 
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and, in some geometrical proofs. Hindu syncopated algebra involved 
abbreviations of words and included color names, e.g., blue and black 
for the unknowns y and z respectively. Here are selected quotes from 
various historical texts that could be used to further illustrate a 
historical basis of polynomial tiles: 
•  “Heap [the unknown quantity], its 1/7, its whole, 
makes 19.” That is, x/7 + x = 19. Egyptian, Ahmes 
papyrus, c. 3400 BC. (Cajori, 1893/1991, p. 13) 
• “I have added the area and two-thirds of the side of my 
square and it is 0;35 [read as 35/60 in our base ten 
system]. What is the side of my square?” That is, x2 + 
2/3x =7/12, what is x] Babylonian, cuneiform clay 
tablet, c. 1700 BC. (Burton 2003, p. 61) 
• “If a straight line is divided into two parts, the square on 
the whole line is equal to the sum of the square in the 
two parts together with twice the rectangle contained by 
the two parts”. Greek, Pythagorean-Euclidean 
geometrical treatment of laws and identity (a + b) 2 = 
a2+ 2ab + b.2 c. 540-400 BC. (Eves, 1964/1990, p. 85) 
see Figure 7 for geometric illustration that accompanied 
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this proof. 
• “A number to be subtracted multiplied by a number to 
be subtracted.” (x – a) (x - b). Greek, Diaphontus, 250 
AD. (Cajori, 1893/1991, p. 61) 
• “Squares and roots equal number.” x2+ bx = c. 
Arabic, al-khwarizmi, AD 780-850 (Joseph, 1992, p. 
325) 
• “A solid cube plus squares plus edges equal to a 
number.” x 3+ a x2+ bx = c. Arabic, al-khwarizmi and 
Omar Khayyam. (Stallings, 2000, p. 230) 
 
Figure 7. Geometric proof of an algebraic identity 
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The history notes above leave out al-kharizmi’s work on algebra 
from which the current method of solving quadratic equations by 
completion of squares is derived. Additionally, it leaves out Greek and 
European algebra that closely relates to present day symbolic algebra. 
Nonetheless, the above historical examples demonstrate that 
polynomials such as ax2+ bx + c were once referred to and described 
in terms that were more than symbolic abstract variables. They  were  
used  in  geometrical  contexts  (sides,  square  on or formed by two 
lines, edges, cubes, dimensions of a rectangle), arithmetical contexts 
(a number), and more algebraic contexts (root, thing, unknown 
quantity). The use of polynomial tiles to teach polynomials from a 
historical perspective can be justified in two ways. First, polynomial 
tiles are a re-presentation of a historical artifact—polynomial tiles as 
an artefact. For Bussi (1996), artifacts can be used to contribute to 
students’ understanding of a concept. Second, since geometrical 
interpretations are featured in the evolution or historical emergence of 
algebra, pedagogically speaking, geometrical models of polynomials 
might be helpful in the emergence of abstract algebraic concepts. For 
instance, polynomial tiles in particular and geometrical models in 
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general are agents in the emergence of abstract understanding. These 
two justifications—historical artifact and agent in the emergence of a 
concept—are an illustration that exploration of a specific manipulative 
itself is likely to highlight theoretical rationales. In our view, these are 
two of the strongest rationales for use of polynomial tiles, although 
several other theoretical frameworks could appropriately be used: 
1. Since many students are likely to have engaged in 
activities with base-ten blocks, hundreds chart, graph 
paper, and grid multiplication, polynomial tiles are part 
of larger array of area and grid thinking tools. 
2. Polynomial tiles bridge the gap between arithmetic and 
algebra via a form of syncopated, geometrical algebra. 
3. Polynomial tiles give a geometrical embodiment to 
algebra concepts, for example, xy is a rectangle with 
sides x and y. 
4. The tiles offer students a visual, geometrical tool that 
might be helpful basis for more formal rules and 
acronyms such as FOIL. 
5. The tiles are a second representation in addition to 
the symbolic presentation of polynomial 
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expressions. 
6. The rationale of multiple embodiment would be 
applicable when more embodiments of factoring and 
multiplying polynomials are explored, such as when 
balance beams as suggested by Bruner (1966) are used 
to understand quadratic expressions. 
 
This exploration of polynomial tiles renders the rationale 
that explains that upper primary and high school students 
because they operate at an abstract level do not need 
manipulatives to be a very weak rationale. 
This article illustrates that if virtual manipulatives are to 
embed all the advantages they are claimed to have, then specific 
theories that apply to manipulatives need to be examined by 
educators, teachers, and manipulative designers. Further, 
manipulatives are in a larger collection of learning and thinking 
tools, which includes technology, tools, representations, 
contexts, media, and instrumentation. As well, the application of 
theories to specific materials suggests that two or more theories 
can appropriately justify the same material in ways that are 
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compatible. Furthermore, a closer look at a manipulative from a 
theoretical point of view has the potential to generate novel 
theoretical rationales and to challenge weak rationales. This 
exploration of polynomial tiles has suggested that awareness of 
rationales that appropriately apply to a specific material might 
be helpful in the process of designing, selecting, categorizing, 
and evaluating the material. 
This review of theoretical rationales for using manipulatives  
has  explored how earlier distinctions of manipulative materials 
may be broadened to accommodate virtual manipulatives. It has 
summarized the complementary role of virtual manipulatives 
and concrete manipulatives and reviewed theories and rationales 
for using manipulative materials. Using one virtual manipulative 
as an example, the polynomial tiles, has shown that theoretical 
discussions facilitate a better understanding of the role of 
manipulative materials in ways that have implications for 
classroom practice. Discussions about theories highlighted in 
this article have potential to dislodge dominant folk theories—
weak rationales—for using manipulative materials and to move 
discussions towards more robust rationales. 
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Notes 
1 For instance, when scholars visited Rene Descartes (1596-1650), 
they wished for him to show them his instruments because learning 
in those days lay as much in the knowledge of instruments as the 
mathematics (Fauvel & Gray, 1987). 
2 some contemporary tools mirror those used in more ancient 
times like the algebra tiles which were used in ancient 
Babylonia syncopated (pre-symbolic) algebra and the colored 
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integer tiles and rods used to depict Chinese numerals. 
3 Jackson (2002) describes a recent museum exhibition in USA 
that showed W. W. Ross’s 1890 geometrical model of the 
Pythagorean theorem. 
4 Froebel, Colburn and Goodrich were all influenced by 
Pestalozzi (O’ Shea, 1993; Resnick, 1998; Sztajn, 1995). 
5activity and experiential learning were used as a rationale 
before von Glaserfeld (Kieren, 1971; Reys, 1971) although not 
as part of a coherent learning theory. 
6 http://nlvm.usu.edu 
7 http://illuminations.nctm.org 
8 http://www.arcytech.org 
9 http://www.mathsnet.net/algebra/tiles0.html 
10 We do not know any psycho-motor skills such as estimating 
and perceiving measurement attributes and experiencing 
motion that are involved in cutting poly tiles to justify having 
students make and assemble the poly tiles. 
  
 
Appendix A 
Review of Theses on Virtual 
Manipulatives 
Study School Level Treatment and 
Control groups 
Compared Results 
Dell’isola 
(1999) 
Elementary 
school, 119 
students 
Use 
past algebra 
experience 
groups 
Achievement, 
retention, 
anxiety, and 
attitude 
Group with the better attitude 
experienced a significant difference 
in retention 
Sobol (1990) Junior high 
school, 780 
students 
Use 
No use of concrete 
tiles 
Achievement 
on researcher 
designed test 
Significant effect on the students’ 
learning of the algebraic concept of 
zero and the four operations with 
integers and polynomials. 
Dyer (1996) 90 
community 
college 
students, 
Use 
2 randomly 
selected courses 
taught using 
algebra 
manipulatives 2 
courses were 
taught using 
traditional 
symbolic 
instruction. 
Achievement 
on content test 
Significant differences in the mean 
performances on the polynomial 
multiplication. Content learning of 
polynomial multiplication increased 
significantly. 
Martin 
(2007) 
60 high 
school 
students 
using concrete 
tiles and 
control group 
achievement 
on state test 
no significant difference in the 
achievement level. 
Bangurah 
(2007) 
34 high 
school 
students 
Use and 
control 
group 
 significance in the attitudes of the 
manipulative group: some students 
did not benefit from use of the tiles 
 Smith (2006) 39 fifth 
grade 
students 
Using 
concrete 
tiles Virtual 
groups, 
Cross over 
design using 
concrete 
Algeblocks 
Mathematics 
Achievement, 
Student 
Attitudes, 
Time on-task 
 
no significant difference in 
achievement mean gains but 
differences in student attitudes, and 
time on-task. 
Drapac 
(1980) 
70 
college 
students 
use--28 
no use--42, 
Attitudes 
Anxiety 
Achievem
ent 
significantly higher achievement, more 
positive overall attitudes more 
confidence in ability to learn 
mathematics, and lower levels of math 
anxiety both immediately after the 
treatment and at the end of the course 
than before but half the student did not 
like the manipulatives 
Goldsby 
(1994) 
6 
schools, 
247 
students 
using 
algebra 
tiles visual 
no visual 
no manipulative 
Tested on 
Algebra 
factoring 
polynomials 
higher scores than traditional 
instruction. 
Goins 
(2001) 
Several 
classes 
Use tiles 
Used non 
visual/non-
manipulative 
Achievement a difference between students taught 
using tiles to multiply polynomials 
 
